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Bridging The Foreign Gap
Coming To America
They come from all over the world. From the rain forests of S
America, the prairie flat iands of Canada, the close-packed
puzzle of European countries, the swatches ofparched
suri-lit coastal escarpments ofAfrica. Over 400 international om•nonr<
representing some 45 countries from every continent in the wn·rttJ!Columbia has gained world prominence-and, perhaps, even a guiding light in higher education. But why have some traveled great distances to come to America? And what does Columbia offer that beckons
them? Senior writer Leon Tripplett talked to international students, who
made the voyage to America and made Columbia their home.

From Kenya to Columbia

By Leon Tripplett
Senior Writer

In room 608, Symon Ogeto paces back
and forth, the letters KENYA looming in
the backdrop, the American flag on the
right, the Kenyan flag hanging on the left,
delivering an unrehearsed campaign
speech of sorts, after all he wants to be the
president of Kenya.
Columbia President John Duff visited
Kenya, perhaps for the same reason others
freq uent the east coast of Afri ca, to eye
the vis ually arresting Lake Nukkura
National Park, or the coastal town of
Mombasa, whi ch to the average visitor
stokes historical embers. Duff, however,
found another spectacle-Symon Ogeto,

and at 3:25, Ogeto's life was changed forever.
Kenya has become synonymous with
alluring tourist sites, which makes it a perfect travel get-away. On a typical day you
can visit the Giraffe Center, where you
can cautiously feed giraffes with your
own hands. Or Mombasa, where droves
flock to see the sites of where Arabs came
in dows to capture slaves. And Kenya
native Symon Ogeto can tell you all about
it. He's lived in the "cradle of mankind"
all his li fe.
In this nation of 25 million people,
Ogeto, 24, was a part of Kenya's us ually
bustling travel and tourism business. the
vital organ of the country's economy and
the principal source of fore ign exchange.

But before Ogeto became an ace travel
·agent, which eventuall y propelled hi m to
dizzying heights in tourism, he was a
farmer in Kissii, a province just off the
Great Rift Valley, upon which rutted soil
Ogeto farmed every day j ust before the
crack of sunlig ht. Ogeto's humble beginnings, thoug h, mirrored that of a typical
life in one of the world's poorest countries.
" Kissii people are very industrious
people, very resourceful people ...," Ogeto
explained in his precise Kenyan accent.
"If you have a problem with a Kissii person. we don't do a lot of talk, we arc a
people of action ," O geto added.

See Ogeto, page 6

Columbia elevators fail to meet safety regulations
Two cars fail to meet city regulations-yet remain in serv ice for hordes of unknowin g student s
Michelle S. DuFour

Steel.
that no certificates o f inspection have been
The elevator certificates in Columbia's sent out because several elevators have
three main buildings show that the eleva- violations.
A new semester, more students, o ld ele- tors have been inspected, but all of the cerNow it is up to Columbia to clear up the
vators and more problems.
tificates date back to Aug. 17, 1995 and elevator violations in the 600 S. Michigan
Waiting a lo ng time for elev.ators is a Aug. II , 1994.
buildin g, the 624 S.
common gripe among Columbia students.
However, the certifiMi chi gan building and
•Elevator
falls,
page
8
But when more and more students begin cates clearly state, "Every
the 623 S. Wabash builds hall be
taking the stairs for fear of being trapped elevator
ing before the city will
on the e levators, a serious ques tio n ari ses. inspected by the authority •Editorial, page 11
send out the ccrti licates of
of
the
Building
Are Co lumbia's elevators safe?
inspection.
" I was on one !elevator] in the 624 . Commission at least once
"! The elevators arc !
Michigan bui lding and it sort o f broke," every six months ... "
being taken care of," said Larry Dunn of
said Tracy Steel, 20, theater. "The doo r
A city worker from the Department o f the maintenance department. He said that
opened and then it went from the fi rst floor Buildings, though, said that the city has a 90 percent o f the work on the elevators is
sho rtage of inspectors. So instead o f done, and that if the violati ons were serito th ree and then bac k and forth."
Steel said that maintenance put a :·Not inspecting the elevators at least once every ous, they would have closed the elevators.
in Service" sig n o n the elevator, but she s ix mo nths, they arc being inspec ted
Bert Gall, provost, however. said that
said that s he does n' t feel safe on the eleva- maybe once a year.
he beli eved the elevator viol ations were
The worker al so said that Columbia's because of the "governor and safety tests"
tors anymore.
" I take the s tairs all the time now," said elevato rs were checked in September, but that were being run by outside contractors.
Staff Writer

He said that the safety tests arc "standard"
and arc conducted "once a year." G all said
the contractors take care of any problems
they fi nd.
"Cons idering that not hing has really
happened to me, I feel pretty safe ," said
Ruby Gomez, 2 I, film and photography.
" Until something docs happen to me ion
the elevators !. I don' t feel too threatened."
Al though maintenance co ntinues to
work to fix any elevator problems. enroll ment is up, said Ann Foley, d irector or
institut io nal research . So me students .
though. >t ill reel uncertain ahout elevators.
especially w ith more student~ u ~ing them
on a regular basis.
T he bu ildings arc so old and "'l:>rgc
amounts of people U>e them I the ele vator\ I
constantly," said Cryst<1l Gcmbala. 20.
sound engi neeri ng. ··1 rt.:al l y don ' t fed
~arc."
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Christmas to come later for some
Due to the college's late start in the observance of Yom Kippur, an extra week was added to
the schedule--and those with Monday classes will have to wait until Dec. 23 for vacation
Jill Schimelpfenig
Staff Writer
Looking closely at the academic calendar listed in the registration hooklet, one notices
something perplexing. Winter
hrcak is offi cially scheduled to
hegin Dec. 24. the day before
Christmas!
You may wonder why
Columbi a administration o ffi cials decided to end classes on
Dec. 23, a Monday, rather than
on Dec. 20.
The reason for thi s delay is
due to the lost day of class in the
first week of school. Columbia
postpo ned the first day of classes
until the day after Yo m Kippur,
the holiest of Jewish holidays
that fe ll on Sept. 22.
Last year. John Duff. president
of Columhia. received numerous
complaints from Jewish s tudents
and fa culty for holding the first
day of fall classes on Rosh
Hoshana. the second ho liest of
Jewish holidays.
··w e set up class witho ut paying e nough attention to the
Jewish holiday:· he said .
Regarding this year. Duff said,
"There was no question. We
could not start classes on Yom
Kippur:·
Most students agree that closing school in recognitio n o f Yom
Kippur was the right thing to do.
Ho wever, having to make up

Student
.Increases aid
.
In
spending bill
lly Colleen Dellaise
Collegt' Press Sen,ice

NEW YORK-The cost of college tuition will continue to outpace inflation this year, and stu dents are borrowing more than
ever to get degrees, according to
a new study.
" I had scholars hips and
parental support for college [but)
have been relying on loans about $50.000-for graduate
school."" said Derek R. Larson, a
docto ral student in his tory at
Indiana University.
His wife is also a graduate s tudent. and they wonder how
they' ll pay off the loans, he said.
" I expect we' ll be lucky to pay
off o ur debt in I 0 years after find ing work, assuming we can both
find jobs in our respective fields
at all ," he said . " I feel quite insecure ahout the financial future
my in vestment may bring."
According to a College Board
s urvey released Sept. 25, students at four-year public colleges
and universities can expect to pay
about 6 percent more this year for
tuition . That's about $155 more
than las t year.
Four-year private sc hools
boosted undergraduate tuition
this year by 5 percent, which
means s tudents will have to pay
about $607 more.
Room and board also jumped,
an average 6 percent. or $220, at
public colleges and universities,
and ahout 4 percent. or S195. at
private schools, the Mudy found.
Donald M. Stewart, president
o f the College Board, said that
despite costs that "arc daunting to
many. fur most Amcricuns, the
fact remain~ that college is s till
acce~~ihlc-i:~pcciu ll y in the
lig ht o f financial a1d currently
available."'
Stcwurt urged studcntN und
families to keep college costs In

class for the holiday is cause for a
few
complaints.
Freshman
Trelaine Mc Kinney respects the
administration's decision to postpone the first day of fall c lasses,
yet he believes what is good for
o ne student should be good for
all. "Schedules should be planned
out
to

accom·
modatc all
stude nts,"
he said.
Ca rr ie
Jaskier. a
senior at
Columbia,
did
not
reali ze

c la sses
w e r c

major, said that one of his teachers has already canceled class for
Dec. 23. He is not s ure if he will
attend his other two classes on
that Monday.
Journalism instructor Jeff
Lyon said, "The school is doing
the right thing not to hold class
on
Yom
Kippur. The
current trend
is
to be
respectful to

"If there's nothing
important going on in
class, I won't go."

o

t

•• FreshmanTrelaine
McKinney on
Columbia's "extra"
Monday class,
scheduled Dec. 23

going to
be held on
Dec. 23.
" If there's
n o thing
impo rtant
going on in class. won't go,'"
she said.
Other s tudents were not as
concerned about what wi II be
happening in their class on that
day and said they will not attend.
Kit Wolden , a senior from
Crystal Lake, has plans to spend
her winter break in Florida.
"I' ll be out of town. I don't
think it 's fair [to have class on
that Monday)," she said.
Doug Human . a photography
perspecti ve, noting that a majority of s tudents pay less than
$4,000 per year. Only about 5
percent of college students attend
the h•ghc >t-priced un iversities
that charge more than $20.000 a
year. he said.
Th e s tudy by the College
Board . an association of about
3,000 colleges. also found that
federal aid is available to students at a record level-more
than $50 billio n.
But most student-aid growth
has come in the form of federal
loans. said Lawrence Gladieux,
executive directo r for policy
analysis at the College Board's
Washington office. In 1995-96.
federal loan programs provided
$29 billion in aid to students-57
percent of all available aid.
In contrast, federal grant s upport continued to decl inedespite a slight increase of $40 in
the maximum Pelf Grant. Now
grants represent just 42 percent
of total federa l, state and institutional aid.
"Since the mid-70s, the Pell
Grant has lost ground both to
inflation and to the risi ng cost of
college's 40 percent decrease
over 20 years," said Stewart.
But Jack Joyce, associate
director of informatio n at the
association's College Scholarship
Service, points out that half of all
students enrolled in higher education receive some financial aid,
often a combination of grants,
scholarships,
loans
and
work-study.
··Focusi ng on 'sticker price' or
allowing 'sticker shock· to in flu·
cnce college choice will limit
opportunities that urc out there
for students," he said.
Some private sc hools have
rcuctcd to "sticker shock" with
promises not to mise tuitio n more
than the inflution rate: others
have si mply cut tuition. The most
puhlicitcd
example
is
Mus kingum College, which cut
its tuition rnorc thun $4.000 this
year, frmn $ 13,M50 to S!I.M50.
Jumcs B. Appleberry, prcsi·
dent of the American Assocmtion
of
S tutc
Culle11cs
nnd
Uni vcrsi tics, suid 1he I!OUd news

h e r

groups."
However,
Lyon
said
that
while
"acting out
of fairness"
to
Jewish
s tudents,
Columbia is
penalizing
o ther
s tudents by havthem
ing
a ttend c lass two days before
Christmas.
Acade mic Dean Caroline
Latta was, at first, uncertai n if
classes were to be held o n Dec.
23. After conferring with Steven
Russel Thomas, associate academic dean, who o riginated this
year's academic calendar, Latta
said, "The class that was lost to
Yom Kippur is being made up o n
the 23rd."
Even though Thomas was in

charge of setting up the calendar
for this year, when asked why he
chose to have the students make
up the lost day for Yom Kippur
he replied, 'This is an issue that
barely touches on me. I submit
the calendar th:u gets approved
by the academic dean and vice
president."
·
Thomas would not give any
details regarding where he got
the information he used to formulate the calendar.
Latta recognizes the inconvenience that students will have by
attendi ng class so close to
Christmas. However, she said,
"We want to give the students
what they pay for."
Latta said that the possibility
of changing the academic calendar does exist, but as it stands,
classes will be held on Dec. 23.
Faculty members arc not
allowed to cancel classes unless
they find a substitute or have a
compell ing reason for why class
s hould not be held.
"[Faculty] are not allowed to
cancel class capriciously. Many
s tudents get very indignant when
faculty cancels c lass," said Duff.
He also mentioned that after
the Thanksgiving holiday he
plans o n sending memorandums
to each department reminding the
faculty to hold classes o n Dec.

23.

By Robert Stevenson
Senior Writ~r
On Friday the 13th, three s tudents had an experience they will
not forget. On that September day one of Columbia's elevators
allegedly dropped one floor. The elevator is located in the main
building next to the securi ty desk.
Patty Robinson. a television student, Lesa Vargas, a recent graduate and an unknown transfer student were in the elevator when it
allegedly fell.
According to a report filed by Larry Dunn. chief engineer for
Columbia College, the three were rescued from the elevator uninjured.
" We were on break from working registration and we were going
down in the elevator," explained Patty. 'There were four of us, the
o ne person got off on two. When she got off and the doors closed
the elevator fell."
The elevator dropped from the second floor to between the basement and the first floor, Patty said. The elevator they were in does
not go to the basement.
At first the three were afraid to move, they did not know if the
car would fall any farther.
"The transfer student moved first. we put the alarm on," Patty
said.
That's when security helped them from the elevator, and Dunn
arrived on the scene.
He observed the elevators doors stuck. Upon opening them he
found that the passengers had already opened the interior doors of
the car. according to his report. The car ended up about a fOOl below
floor level. Dunn assisted security in getting the trapped passengers
out.
Everyone walked away unscathed.
"We' re all fine.'' Patty said.
When they emerged from the elevator they filed reports with the
school and the security desk.
Mo ntgomery Elevator was called out to fix the elevator.
According to the repair person, the doors on the car came otT their
hinges . 1l1c elevator hud to be brought to the 14th floor to be fixed
properly.
Even after this experience, Patty still uses the clcvntors all the
time. Stairs arc u last resort for her.
"I'm not ufrnid of these elevators, I even usc the snmll one (dill
I was stuck in J. Columbia is not the o nly entity tho! s hould cnslft
safety. Everyone in every building s hould do thut," she Sllicl.
"11lings happen. You cun't stop them fro m lmppcning. If it's aoilll
to huppcn, n's going huppcn.''
111 the College Boord report is thut
there is more linanc inl uid uvuilublc for students to uttend colle11o
thun ever before.
The bud news is thut t11c
incrcnsc is in the fonn of loans
rnthcr thnn grunts, which meuns
"we urc creutlnl! n seriously
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New budget ntay bring new How 's
building, ntore full-tinte staff Your
By J ason Kravarik
and Chuck J orda n
Staff Writers

Columbia will see its
first major expansion in four
years with the opening of a
new building next fall- that
is, if it's approved by the
board of trustees.
The building, located at
1415 S. Wabash, will be up
for board review Oct. I 0.
" I am very confident that
it's going to happen," said
Columbia Provost Bert Gall.
"This is a project that
addresses some of the
school's specialized needs."
The one-story, $615,000
building would be used for
expansion of the film, theater, dance and "perhaps
music" departments, Gall
said. Another $800,000 to
$900,000 will go to renovate the building's 17,000
square feet. It would be
ready for classes in the Fall
of 1997.
Renovations are expected to begin in the Spring of
1997 when the current tenant, Federal Express, moves
out.
Gall said the building's

20-foot high ceilings make port and to hire new, fullit ideal for studio and stage time faculty. The freshmen
space. He also said that its seminar course will be given
far South Loop location is in a $50.000 increase. Also, a
second floor suite in the 600
a developing area.
"That area has changed S. Michigan building will be
so much in the last five set aside as a place for first
years," he said. "I think we year students to study and
got an unusual opportunity. receive academic support.
Another of the year's big
In three years we might not
expenditures will be the
be able to afford it."
The tentative $1.5 mil- opening of a fiber-optic
computer
lion price
tag wo uld .,..,,_.,..,.------~
lab in the
6 0 0
b
e
bui ldi ng
financed
Nov. I.
wi th the
The 50schoo l 's
unit lab
c a s h
w i I I
reserves.
a I I o w
Alo ng
,_ct~oome:a
students
with the
to gai n
b uild ing,
the board
I'II"Ot'V~[)S~ access to
t
h e
will also
rev i e w
WP.Jl<lM==-"""'""'"'.....d W o r I d
W ide
the budget for the 1996-97 fiscal Web.
Even though Columbia, a
year. Currently, the school is
operating on a preliminary tuition-dependent college,
budget passed in March.
is investing resources on
According to Michael new projects, DeSalle mainDeSalle, vice president of tains he is pleased with the
fi nance, the proposed bud- college's low rate of tuition
get will include increases in increase. He cites the fact
resources for freshmen sup- that Columbia's 4 .7 percent

" This is a project
that addresses some
of the school's spe-

needs."

increase is one of the lowest
among private colleges in
Illinois. He does admit,
however, that increases are
inevitable.
"I don't ever foresee a
year that tuition will not
With
increase," DeSalle said.
J ohn Henry Biederman
Inflation and sa lary
increases for faculty are the
key factors for the increase,
he said.
Columbia depends on its
projected 8, 100 students for
dollars since about 82 perTwo Saturdays ago, I left the Chronicle office to
cent of its revenue comes
the washroom on the eigth floor of the
from tui tion. Unlike state
· (or, as I like to call it, the Chronicle bui
universities, Columbia is
I rounded the corner and there he was.
not heavily funded by the
man. A tall, dark man. A tall , dark,
government.
Also,
Sprinting straight at me. Stark raving naked.
Columbia gets limited supNo kidding.
port from its alumni. .
"Hmm," I thought. "This is not good ."
Columbia plans to model
I thi nk the joker saw me firs t, because as soon as
its budget spending around
him, he grumbled something on the order
areas in the "Laying the
and ran toward the men 's room.
Foundation" report. T he
I don 't consider myself a prude, but I
2 1-page document written
a tad disturbing.
by the President's Pl anning
the time, I really, and I mean really, had to
Advisory Committee last
of Columbia's fine lavatories, so I eli
year seeks improvement in
and used the ninth fl oor's washroom. I
areas inc lud in g student
feel like working that day to begin wit
recruitment and retention,
thing I wanted to do was stand at a
curriculum, growth and jattempllrlg s_mall talk with a buck-naked young
Columbia's relation to the
communications
professions.

Registration "Mth a 'personal touch'
Freshmen establish personal relationship with Columbia counselors
Michelle S. DuFour

know," said Angie Ferina, 20, junior, interpreter training.
"Although they need to completely get rid of the lines and
waiting."
With a look of both relief and distress, Marvin Cohen,
"It took me about six hours," said Aoeviette Green, 18,
freshman, undeclared. " But I got all the classes I needed."
director of records, made it through registration.
"Another registratio n story," he said as he gathered his
With an average of 800 students registering in one day,
tho ughts to sum up the registration experience. Cohen said, " You can' t go to registration thinking you ' ll
"Registration went fi ne, except for the first day."
have a good time."
Many students cursed Columbia while waiting in line for
Students need to be ready for problems, Cohen said, and
hours to get their schedules entered into the system.
they can't expect registration to go smoothly if they do not
" Registration was a pain in the ass because of the com- have alternate schedules ready in case classes close early.
puters," said Ken Jurosik, 25, senior, broadcast j ournalism,
Some students wonder why Columbia does not have regwho registered the first day.
istration by phone, which would save them time and a trip
But Columbia was not to blame. Construction workers to school.
"To the best of my knowledge, that [phone registration]
cut through a mai n cable causing the computers to go out,
is not something that is being looked into at the moment,"
Cohen said.
Although the computer problem cleared up after the first Cohen said. 'The school has always felt that the personal
day, students still complained about long lines.
touch is something important."
"Registration didn' t take me as long as_some people I
We have talked to other schools in the area that have the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - , phone system. For some it works well,
r
for others it doesn' t, Cohen said.
"Registration went fine right up until
the photo I.D.," said Jon Cofinas, 25,
junior, interpreter training. "I was there
[in line] for an hour and 45 mi nutes. The
new I.D.'s weren' t worth the wait."
But Cohen said that the new photo
I.D.'s were one of the improvements at
registration.
"They look better," said Cohen, " And
the student's image is stored in the
machine." The stored image is good for
security reasons, and the I.D's are good
forever, said Cohen. Eventually the I. D's
may get a magnetic strip to open doors.
Aside from long lines, some students
complained about freshmen registering
before continuing students.
Freshmen registered early so that they
could sit with a counselor and establish a
relationship, Cohen said. The provosts
felt that this personal contac t helped
freshmen because they are the ones most
in danger of not staying in school.
Cohen said that eventually all students
will have the opportunity to register early
through each department on a first come
fi rst serve basis, possibly as early as next
semester.
But until all stude nts can register
early, long lines and registration will be
synonymous, unless students have other
connections.
"I registered the fi rst day because I' m
a senior," said Antoinette Pickell, 2 1,
broadcast journalism. "And I have a
friend who worked registration and
REFRESHMENTS~L BESERVED
assisted me in goi ng through the process
very quickly."
Staff Writer

PLEASE COME AND MEET THE NEW
CHAIRMAN OF THE
JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT

ED PLANER

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1OTH, 1996
10:30 A.M. TO 12:30 P.M.
IN THE I-DEPARTMENT SUITE
624 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
13TH FLOOR

Steak?

The naked truth about
weekends at Columbia
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F all semester at Columbia
brings ne·w class experiences
By Michele S . Gomez

C lass: Music Design/Digital
Audio.
Th eate r / Mu s ic :
Expe ri e nce in Sounds for
Theater.

Staff writer

It 's the beginning o f a new
semester, and a ltho ugh many
cl asses were axed due to low
enrollment and o ther compli catio ns, ma ny new c lasses
have bee n added as well.
Here 's a look at so me of
those new c lasses, depa rtme nt- by-departmen t:

Art
And
Design :
Aesth e ti cs for Multim ed ia.
Digital Doc umen t, Des ign &
Publishing ,
Objec ts
of
Des ire: Art Ma rket, Wo me n
in Art.
Film And Video: Directi ng
Ca me ra,
Pos t
fo r
the
Production
Co ll oq uium ,
Spec ial Effects Workshop,
Vis ual Effec ts.
Photography:
Di g ita l
Des ign
&
Docu men t.
Pu bli s hin g Pict urin g Place:
L a n d s c a p c
Photog raphy/Landscape Art.
Radio/So und:
Au ra l
Sens it ivity.
Autatory
Discrim in a ti on Labo ratory,
Dig it al Prod uc ti o n, Mas ter

Be s ure to keep these ne w
offer in gs
in
mind for nex t
semester.
But don ' t be
fooled by wha t
you do n' t see.
If a certain
depar tm ent
didn ' t
offer
any new classes thi s semeste r, th ey may
have made s ignif ica nt
c ha nges
to
classes
th a t
a lready ex is t,
exp l ains
Jeffrey Wade, assistant to the
head o f the Sc ience Institute.
" On e o f o ur classes,
Dinosaurs
And
Mo re:
Geo logy Exp lored. focuses
more on dinosaurs a nd fossi ls
now compa red to p revio us
semes ters. hccause of such a

hi gh interest from the stu dents," he sa id . " We've also
added more computers and
new programs to accommodate students ' needs in some
o f our c lasses."
Fo r many departments,
inste ad
of
adding new
co ur ses,
more
secti ons
were
added
to
hi g h-de m and
courses.
" We added
a no ther
Beginning
Balle t c lass
to
a void
ove r-c rowd in g,"
s aid
K e i s h a
H o l iday,
office man ager
of
the
Da nce
Departme nt.
However, if you weren' t
one of the lucky ones who
fo und him self s ilt ing in a new
c lass, just keep in mind ,
there's a lways next se mester.
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CREATIVE WRITING PAGE.
CONTACT CRIS T IN OR RYAN
AT EXT. 5343 , OR STOP BY

623 S. WABASH , ROOM 802
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Co-11 Colelle
The Hokin Student
Advisory Board
is now accepting and reviewing applications for
the 96-97 school year. Comprised of a student
representative from each academic department,
the Hokin Advisory Board oversees the budget,
policies, and procedures of the Hokin Center.

ENHANCE YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS!
SERVE YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS!
GET INVOLVEDI
~ •dar to Ill co•ldefed IDr 1111- Sludanl Advllory Ba•d,

Y•llllllllllll- _..... ..._..11181111:
•Be • •DIIId lbldanl
•Havel good ICidllmll: stanlail
•Be alopb_.. • above

•Gin ao• ya• comlllllbMII
•Be IV- 6-10 llolftlnllnlb
The Hokin Center is a Multi-Media Arts Center,
created by a need for students to have a forum to exhibit and perform their work.

Pick up an application in the
Hokin Center Office 623 S. Wabash Building,
1st floor, or call 663-1600 x5696.
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Bridging the foreign gap ...
From page 1

But there were basic skills every child had
to know about before the process could begin.
" Every child had to know how to take
care of a farm, raise caule and plow land. If
you didn ' t know that then you were Jelling
your family down."
After circumcision, which didn'ttake place
until after age I0, males weren' t allowed to
enter their mother's ki tchen. Tradition holds
that not entering a mother 's kitchen was a part
of manhood, Ogeto said. Th is, the Kissi peopie believe, would interfe re with manl y
chores and inadvertently stop a mother from
do ing her chores as a woman. Ogeto
ex plained, that these were the customs practiced by most Kenyans, but in different fas hions, depending on the province in which you
lived.
After entering manhood relati vely early by
American standards, Ogcto has always been
involved with Kenya politics. From his public
outcry of fore ig n investors encouraging
poaching, including internal corruption with
African poachers, to hi s irreverent passion for
wildlife and conservatio n, he's come into conPhotos courtesy of Symon Ogeto.
tact with situations that tested his patriotism
Above: Ogeto's m other. Top left: Ogeto at colfor Kenya's vul nerable land. "Many have
lege
in
Kenya.
Bottom
left: Ogeto in Kenya.
come to me wanting me to drain my country's
economy by poaching our wildlife, but I will
not do il. Greed is what d istorts many pea- gage was take n care of and so I offered to meet
him and his wife at the airport. I was curious
pie's thinking."
He has fo llowed in the footsteps of noted as to know what he was the president of," he
added
Kenyan anthropologist Richard Leaky, who
When Ogeto met Duff and his wife at the
teamed up· with John Hopkins professor Alan
Walker, and later discovered a skull , " homo airport, he found out that Duff was the president of a college in Chicago. The best news
erectus," dating back 1.6 millio n years.
Both Leaky and Ogeto are nature buffs and was still o n the horizon. "I told him that I had
are adamant in the ir stand for the preservation never been to Chicago, so he and his wi fe
of wild li fe. "I can' t sit idly by and allow oth- offered me the chance to go to Co lumbia."
The offer was thrilling, but the prospect
ers to come into my country and profit off of
poaching, which will in tum drain our econo- that made Ogeto Oush with j oy was in knowmy," said Ogeto furiously. Leaky shares his ing that he would have the chance to come to
sentiments o n poaching. But Leaky has begun the West Duff had offered him the chance to
to address his concerns to a wider audience, leave the African continent, where he had
challenging the president of Kenya, Arap Moi, lived all his life, to make a living in America.
in next year 's election-a job that Ogeto said Ogeto follo wed Duff's instructions, received
confirmation from Debra McGrath, associate
he will also seek.
Although that ambition is rather lofty for a provost of student affairs., and was on a plane
24-year-old, other strides toward mountain top to a foreign land. "I didn't know what to
goals have proved
think, it
successful
for ~-------- ...,.~-----"'1!'~-~~""!!ll!l!l"'was j ust
Ogeto. Graduating
t 0
0
unreal "
at the top of his
hig h
school
ge t'o
c la ss- speaking
said.
Following a 16-hour night with a layover
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 10 languages--Ogeto was destined for
greatness. "I have something to offer in Switzerland, he landed at O ' Hare
Kenya," he said plainly. "That's why I International Airport. His life would become
a different routine from the early farm days of
work so hard."
And he worked even harder entering K.issi, and the hustle and bustle of the travel
Kenya 's community college, Utalli, business. Ogeto's puzzle of educatio n wo uld
where he studied tourism and travel now come together. He would major in maradministratio n and excelled quickly.
keting at Columbia and along the way serve on
Ogeto calls himself universal. He has several committees, including the Ill inois
already visited Tanzania, Switzerland, Board of Educatio n and the Residence Center.
Egypt, and Uganda, adding that it would
he lp him to become a better leader if he
"Columbia has taught me how to go back to
knew abo ut other co untries, traits he Kenya and · market my country," Ogeto said.
learned from his parents, whom he cred- "Africa belongs to me as well as the United
States. I am a son of the world," he said.
its with making him a born leader.
"My mo ther is a natural entrepreOgeto plans to run for president of Kenya
neur," Ogeto said proudly. "And my in 2020. He wants to give himself 20 years to
father he lped to make me a man by prepare himself for that momentous year,
teaching me the value of working hard when he is confident he will sit on the throne
and rule Kenya. But he's already started makand becoming the best man I can be."
Working hard paid off. It was at Utalli ing plans for his presidential campaign.
College that Ogeto was plucked to work "When I have my buildings put up in Kenya I
with o ne of the biggest travel agencies in can compare them to Chicago's Sears Tower
Ke nya.
" I worked very hard for and I'll tell the builders, 'Can you make mine
Pollman's To urs and Travel." That may, a little higher."'
There are so me things he plans to do difperhaps,
be
an
understateme nt
Accordi ng to his own records, he made ferently than the United States, though. He
thousands in revenue for the company wants to have a country where opinions are
and learned enough about the tourism expressed, and the un popular opinio n not supbusiness that he eventually left the com- pressed. He even wants those who don' t agree
pany to help his brother launch Seed with him to share his administration. " I want
Tours and Travel, where he became mar- my enemies to be in Kenya with me, to sit
keti ng director.
right next to me. I want to fi nd the very best
It was in Nairohi where Duff came in humans nod find their worse and then fi nd
into contact with Ogeto."AII they told an equilihrium," Ogeto suid.
me was that a president from Amcricn
Like most politicians, Ogeto has already
needed some nssistancc ," Ogeto said. started making connections with lenders. " I
Out the person who was scheduled to called the president of Kenya to tell hi m I huve
assist wrangled his way o ut and Ogeto u rcsponsihi lity of missing home, to tell him I
took the init iative to accommodate the am one of your sons, Mr. President." And
customer.
he' ll cull Preside nt Clinton. " I wnnt to te ll him
" He o lw iously saw that I wns Inki ng thnnks for being very hospitable to intcnm·
some concern in maki ng sure his hag- tionnl students und help muki ng it possihlc for
us to he hcrc,"- n good sign of 11 polilicinn.
Allho ugh Ki ssi is a self-ruled prov ince, it
can hardly afford to be insular from Kenya's
capital, Nairobi. But, because of their characteristic high-Oaring tempers, the ir relatio ns
with the capital have not been the rosiest
Nairobi has tried in vain to exert pressure on
the Kissi people. The Kissi people wanted to
confront Kenyan President Daniel Arap Moi
directly. " We had a problem trying to establish
some district, "Ogeto remembers, laughing.
" lt became a natio nal issue, so we went to
Nairobi and to ld the president, 'You know, Mr.
President, we arc Kissi, so forget trying to
inOict pressure on us.'" Ogeto said that afterwards the men
of both gove rn me nts
erupted into
fisticuffs.
Like most
Kenyans,
Ogeto had to
gro w up early,
whic h
is
e xpected of
Kissi males
when
they
turn 10, the
turning point
in their lives.
When
he
reached that
pivota l age,
the Initiati on
Process,
a
process that
tests
Kissi
males' meule,
was in full
s w i n g .
''That 's
the
difference of
being a lad
and
a
man , " O ge to
said.
T
h
e
process is a .far cry from American traditions,
where children are safe-guarded at the tender
age of 10, shielded from a violent world,
growing more sinister as crime increases. But
in the Kiss i world of preparation for manhood,
certa in qualities are expected of young males
going through the initiation process.

- - - - - - -----..---......-.~~o
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Student aid ntakes gains in spending bill
Pell Grants, work-study, SEOG and direct loans are just some of the programs that--after beginning
as targets of the 104th Congress-have been subject to budget increases that few could' ve predicted
By Charles Der varics
College Press Service
Wash ington-Just weeks before the
election, Pres ident Clinto n apd the
Republ ican-controlled Congress have
approved far-reaching gai ns in student
financial aid that exceeded even the most
optimis tic forecasts of education advocates.
"The budget we agreed to ... contai ns
the biggest increase in Pel! Grant scholarships in 20 years,"' the president said Sept.
30 after the White House and congressional 'leaders reached the end of marathon
negotiating sessio ns. .
The agreement provides a maximum
Pel! Grant of $2,700, an increase of $230
above the current level. The White House
first proposed the $2,700 level six months
ago in a budget most lawmakers called
"dead on arrival" at its introduction.
The figure also is signi ficantly higher
than recent Republican student-aid pro·
posals. The House proposed a $2.500 grant
and the Senate Republ icans countered
with a $2,600 maximum only I 0 days ago.
Lobbyists attributed the change to fear
that the Wh ite House might provoke
another government shutdown to embarrass congressional Republicans just before
the election. But GOP leaders were intent
on not allowing the president to take credit for increases in Pel! and other programs.
"We've increased education spending
o ff the board," said Rep. Randy
Cunningham (R-Calif.), one of a number
of lawmakers who criticized Democrats
for taking unfair s hots at the GOP on education.
Overall, the final agreement contains an
additional $3.5 billion for education above
the budget for fisca l 1996, which expired
Sept. 30.
"It's the best budget that we've had in a

long time," said David Merkowitz, direc- cantly from current funding and earl ier
tor of public affairs for the American GOP plans. The House originally wanted
Council o n Education. "We certainly to terminate the program, while the Senate
would hope that thi s would not be a countered with $ 13 million.
Supplemental Educational Opportunity
one-year wonder."
Mcrkowi tz, who characterized the edu- Grants: The agreement provided $583
cation cuts proposed last year as " truly million, the same as 1996 funding.
TRIO: Congress agreed to $500 milDraconian ," credited grassroots s tudent
campaigns for educat ing members of lion, up $37 million from I 996 for a proCongress on student aid and making it an gram that helps recruit disadvantaged students for college.
election-year "litmus test issue."
Direct loans: Congress agreed to a I 3
"The overall picture on student aid is
overwhelmingly positive. We' ve come a percent increase for administrative costs
needed to run
long way since
the program, in
January 1995,"
which the govhe said.
ernment
proAmong other
vides loan capistudent-aid protal
directly
to
grams,
schools without
work-study
help
from
emerged as a
banks.Thc
clear
wi nner
White
House
wi th an increase
o ri gi n a ll y
o f $213 million,
-David
Merkowitz,
director
of
!.Ought a larger
o r 34 percent.
The bill providpublic affairs for the American
~i~N!flii~ increase, but the
I!"
new budget preed $830 mill ion
Council on Education. serves
the profor these program
after
grams, which
m
a
n
y
goes a loug way
Republicans sought to terminate it during
toward meeting a White House goal of $1
billion in funding by the end o f the centu- the past two years.
ry.
The budget fe lI far short of adm inistraThe agreement also dropped a House tion requests in at least one area, however.
plan to terminate new capital contributions The final budget did not fund a proposed
for Perkins Loans, a campus-based pro- $I 30-million Presidential Honors scholargram. The final plan allotted$ I58 million, ship program, targeted to high-achieving
Nonetheless,
lawmake rs
the same as the president's request. This s tudents.
amount also is $90 mi llion more than the increased funding for other federal schollevel noated in a Senate-proposed com- arsh ip programs from $29 million to $39
million for 1997.
promise last month.
Congress and the White House also
Here ~ how the agreement affected
agreed to continue the AmcriCorps nati onother higher education programs:
State Student lncemive Grants: The al service programs. In a separate bill,
pact earmarked $50 million, up s ignifi- Democrats and Republicans voted to con-

"The overall picture on student aid is overwhelmingly
positive. We've come a long
way since January 1995."

tinue funding at $402 million, the same
amount as 1996. Some GOP members
sought termination of the program , in
which students earn loan forgiveness or
financial aid in exchange for serving their
communities.
Republican leaders praised the final
1997 budget for upholding some of its
lo ng-term goals. "Student loans and grants
are a very high priority-," said Rep. John
Porter, R-111., who chairs the House subcommillce that deals with education
spending.
Nonetheless, some hard feelings
remain, as evidenced by remarks from
Rep. John Kasich, R-Ohio, chairman of
tlie powerful House Budget Commillec,
who took aim at colleges' and univers ities'
financial practices.
The nation should "ask presidents of
colleges and uni versi ties why their costs
arc gelli ng o ut o f control," Kasich said at a
news conference to draw attention to GOP
support for education.
Kasich also urged parents to '·march
over to the [college) administration office"
to question officials about high budgets for
non-teaching personnel and the growing
number of faculty members with limited
English ski lls.
Colleges and universities faced more
muted criti cism from Rep. William
Goodling, R-Pa., who chairs the House
Economic and Educational Opportunities
Committee. College costs arc up nearly
300 percent during the past 10 years, he
said , compared to an 80 percent increase in
overall inOation.
Goodling and other lawmakers plan to
make college costs a key issue in next
year's scheduled reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act, the federal law that
authori zes
most
stude nt-aid
and
higher-education programs.
Clinton signed the measure Sept. 30 to
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Remember registration? As unpleasant as it
may have been, it's now over for another
semester, so you can laugh about these pictures that "take you bac~" so to speak.
photos by photo correspondmt Sheldon
McCullough
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Americorps funded another year
By College Press Service
WASHINGTON-AmeriCorps survived the budget battle in Congressbut will receive no funding increases
in the coming fiscal year.
House and Senate negotiators
agreed to give AmeriCorps the same
amount of money as it received in li scal 1996, voting Sept. 24 to provide
$402.5 million for the Corporation for
National Service, which oversees
AmeriCorps.
The House of Representati ves
voted in June to kill the program. But
"the Senate later voted to give
AmeriCorps the same level of funding
as last year after President Clinton
threatened to veto any bill eliminating
it.
The funds do not approach the
$544 million sought by Clinton in his
1997 budget. But AmeriCorps administrators say they are relieved with the
outcome.
"AmeriCorps lives," said Harris
Wofford, CEO of the Corporation for

National Service. "With both sides of
the aisle agreeing that the era of big
government is over, America is calling for an era of great citizens."
About 25,000 college students are
enrolled in the AmeriCorps program,
which provides education vouchers
worth $4.725 in exchange for one year
of community service.
The program is a "nonpartisan, cos
!-effective way to engage citizens in
community
problem-solving,"
Wofford added.
The three-year-old AmeriCorps
program is recruiting thousands of
students to apply for its Class of 1997,
which begins its year of service on
Oct. 25.
.
Members perform community service, such as house renovation, child
immuni zation and neighborhood
watches, in more than 430 programs
across the country. The educational
vouchers can be used to cover the
costs of college or vocational school
and to pay back student loans.

Photo illustration by Blair Frederick
The Federal Express building at 1415 S. Wabash may soon be purchased for
$615,000 by Columbia College for expansion of the film, theater, dance and music
departments. For details, see story on page 3.

Body art is making its mark
By J ennie Tezak
The Orion
California State UniversityChico

CHICO, Calif.-When
we see them, we whisper
and gawk and point. If we
work up enough nerve to
talk to them we might ask
"Why did you do it?" or !he
classic question: "Did it
hurt?"
Who are "they"? Those
brave souls who allow a
person armed with a needle
to trace a design onto their
various body parts or who
have metal ornaments
attached to their bodies.
These are the people who
have tattoos and body
pierces.
The art of tattooing.
according
to
Max
Kilbourne, a talented tattoo
artist at New Creations in
Chico, has been around for
2,000 years . Recently a
man 2,000 years old was
found with two tattoos of
both a man and a sun on his
body. So what is the draw
of tattoos and body piercing? Why do people do it in
the first place?
Jessica Meeks, a sophomore business . major at
Chico State University, had
wanted a tattoo since age
16. She has four tattoos, a
nose pierce and a librett
(chin pierce). Meeks' tattoo
of a Celtic cross on her
lower back symbolizes
death, strength and immortality.
Now that the ink has
dried and the piercing holes
have healed, Meeks said

TV INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE

Get the hands-on
she feels no remorse. Her tion a person should go was the case at New
parents, however, didn't through before getting a Creations
recently.
experience you need for
exactly accept their newly tattoo, said that "the person According to Kilbourne
a successful career in
decorated daughter wi th should be decisive, they and Tiffany Williams, the
communcations with an
should know what they recepti onist
at
New
open arms.
"My mother didn't talk want, and they should lind Creations, a high school .
internship at
to me for three days, and an artist who works best for age boy was killed in a car
my father said that he was their type of art and to not accident, and a large numjust glad that I haven't hit let money be an obstacle."
ber of people in his family
Haley Green, a fresh- and his neighbors and
amputation," Meeks said.
"But they don 't mind as men majoring in soc ial friends came in to New
much because I don 't do work at Chico State, has a Creations to get identical
drugs, and I've been on the librett.
tattoos to rem ind themBoth creative and
dean's list since I've been
"My
parents
have selves of him.
"They were just crying
technical internships are
brought me up to be a conat Chico State."
available
Before getting a tattoo formist, and I did it not to as I did their tattoos,"
or body pierce, be sure that sp ite them , but to show Kilbourne said.
All majors are accepted.
it is truly somethiog that myself that I can do what I
you want do because prob- want to do and that I'm not
lems can occur. Aisha stuck in one personality,
For more info, contact
Olmedo, a sophomore because I think change is
Kim PirC at
majoring in physical thera- good."
py at Chico State, had her
When asked whether
tongue, nose, and bellybuttattooing was
ton pierced at one point. "in"
thingbec.
, ,·o-~m~i~ng~a~n------------~=================~
She had each one removed Kilbourne said
because of the various "tattooing will
crusty infections, and also last as long as
because of her mother 's rock'n'roll."
"We all have
negative reaction to her
pierced tongue.
a little bit of
Olmedo also got a tattoo James Dean in
done with her ex-boyfriend us," she said.
(Chinese letters declaring " As long as you
their love for each other), have to be 18 to
and regrets it.
do it, it will
"You know you're going never die.''
Sometimes
to break up with someone if
you get their name tattooed people get tattoos to remind
on you," Olmedo said.
Kilbourne, when asked . themselves of a
about how much prepara- loved one, as
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The views and opinions on this page are solely those of the authors.
Skolnick tells me he can't reveal his
sowr:es: Dead soun:es don't talk.-·D.H.

By David Harrell

''''c

Harsh realities need to be
understood. Yet, the mainstream
press seldom tells us. Just as if
someone out there is saying,
"Shut your mouth!'' A case in
point: the O.J. Simpson affair.
HARSH REALITY # I: SHlJf
YOUR MOlJfH!--To be a major
sports star, do you have to get
along with criminal interests'
Docs that make you a Mafia
crony, or just promoting your
career in the face of the real
world? Skeptics should examine
the federal case of Norby Walters
and Lloyd Bloom ( 1988- 1989).
The trial showed that

MORE OJ.! MORE OJ.! MORE OJ.! seemed
known

First: /.LISt ll'eek, I accidelltally edited ow
some importalll names: Minister Loui.r
Farrakhan and comedian/ activist Dick Gregory.
Among others, they have made the black com·
muniry much more aware about govenuuentspo11Sored evil than the general public.
NOW: 17rink you've heard everything that
could possil>ly be said abollt the 0.1. case? So
did I. until I met Clricago·based investigative
joumalist Shennan H. Skolnick. Read and judge
Pan I of Iris repon for yourself By the way,

gangsters
to control
agents who, in tum, controlled sports stars.
So if we find that O.J. Simpson, from early in
his career, found it necessary to be a gangster pal,
should we be sympathetic?
Probably. As a fonner sports hero, O.J. was
sponsored by Hertz, the car rental finn. Going
back into their history, one finds that they report·
edly were no angels.
Some savvy folks whisper that Hertz, in the
past if not also the present, were reportedly close
to criminals. And O.J. reportedly was a sizeable

The Chnmicle
wants yom· letters
and opinion
pieces!

owner in a nationwide storage finn reportedly
started by an intelligence agent who was also
close to foreign and domestic gangsters. (The
founder was sent to prison for massive S&L
fraud in California.)
The list of O.J.'s reported criminal links goes
on and on. O.J. reportedly owned several fast
food stores. Sounds innocent enough. As part of
the bitter divorce, ex-wife Nicole Brown
Simpson got control of some of those businesses. And into the picture were brought conupt
police brass as secret owner/operators. The
places were reportedly turned into dope distribu·
tion centers, with the huge cash now disguised
as proceeds from business.
Remember: Whereas U.S. Treasury regulations require banks and other financial institutions to report deposits of more than $10,000, it
exempts food stores, restaurants and other large
receivers of cash. The funds from the stores, as
well as from some of the Hertz franchises Nicole
Brown Simpson controlled, were washed
through California banks--most of which are
controlled by the Japanese, and a principal portion being the Japanese mafia, the Yakuza.
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NEXT WEEK: the butcher j ob!
Sherman H. Skolnick has taught journalism at
C<Jiumbia College. He founded and now choirs the
Citizen's Commillee to Oean Up the Courts.
which takes credit for touching off the Operation
Greyford judidol corruption probe. among several
other investigations.

For op-~:d pi~:c~:s. cont~tl'l
Da\ id ll arr~:ll for details
h~:fore submitting.

Don't educate 'e01--incarcerate 'e01
By John Kamplain
The game "I wear the white hat, my opponent the black one" used to work in politics
before the line between paranoia and evil got as
blurry as it is today.
But while Hizzoner and the Gov. still
believe in doing battle for the public's favor on
behalf of their parties in this outdated fashion,
they are missing a chance to join forces and
defeat a common enemy (to be named later).
The lovers' tiff between these boys has been
raging since Daley's plans to open a third airport by Lake Calumet and then Peotone were
smashed by Little Jim in 1992.
It's been coming to a head for some time, as
Daley has been trying to bring his own twisted
theories of efficiency and capital growth to
Chicago with schemes of everything from casinos to trolley systems, while Edgar sits back
and says, "Great idea, now try to get it past my
boys downstate!"
Daley has since returned to the subject of
airports. This time he's closing one: Merrill
Meigs Field.
Daley will tum the 90-acre airport facility
into a wetland/prairie/garden/observatory/environmental education faci lity with overnight

camping (save that cardboard!) surrounded by
our three best museums.
Edgar thinks keeping the 50-year-old airport alive for the less than half of I percent of
all business travelers to Chicago makes economic sense, even though Meigs is perennially
in the red.
With the stage set. Daley and Edgar begin
the political Beguine: a bloody, clumsy dancemash for the white Stetson crown of goodness,
with the people of Chicago--and the rest of the
state--watching.
But while Edgar clamors for an injunction
on the park and Daley clamors for it--both
doing so in the name of fiscal responsibility
and efficiency--they seem to have overlooked a
major news story sharing the front page with
Meigs' closing on Tuesday morning. I think it
was something about 109 Chicago public
schools going straight to hell.
While they fight for positive press on
Meigs, they don't even realize they look like
two asses for the state of the schools.
The board, a titan of fiscal irresponsibility
and inefficiency with a $2.8 billion annual budget and a refonn board of corporate spooks,
finally fessed up to a lousy job done all around.
A report exposed grades three, six and eight

with math and reading skills more than 60 per·
cent lower than the national norm (which ain't
that high in the first place). Chicago public
schools also have a drop-out rate of over 16
percent.
If Daley is so caught up right now with conversion frenzy (Meigs and Soldier fields) in the
name of the dollar, he might as well convert the
schools to jails. That's where he's pushing
Chicago's mostly poor, minority public school
students anyway.
Hell yeah! Put bars on the windows and
stamp out truancy while kids stamp out license
plates!
Now that's something Edgar would probably back I00 percent, as his concern for
Chicago's inner city is second only to Hitler's
concern for the Jews getting a good night's
sleep.
Then they could work together and give the
CtA a contract for school lunch programs, seeing as the CPS student body is the same target
demographic the CtA was looking to drug and
imprison in the first place.
Daley and Edgar know that nothing saves
money long-term or short like a strong education for our young. But what politician wants
an educated public?

Choices, voices and votes
Who will you vote for in 1996?
This anic/e is sponsored by the College Democrats of
Americas celebrity Op-Ed Project.

This election is the most important of our lifetime.
Why?
Because we care deeply about the freedom of artistic expression. We believe that, in a free society, it is crucial that actors and
artist' arc allowed to express themselves without limitation and
especially without government censorship.
Because we care alx>ut protecting a woman's right to choose.
·n, bring a child into this world is, perhaps, the most intensely
private decision a woman can make. It should be made by her
and her p-.u1ncr and her physician-not by some government
bureaucrat ur politician.
Because we care about protecting our environment. Without
clean air and clean water, wh:tt sort of world do we live in and
wtott <~ort uf future do we faa:'! We must continue to protect ourM:Ivc' frum polluters and those who would relax environmenUJI
protection for political gain.
Willi rising tuition cmts and an increasing numher of stu·
,\t·nt" ;tfll·ndinv

,.,u,.,,.

t\llltlt•nt loan" :m• h •J't1minu mnr~ nntl

By Matthew Broderick and Sarah Jessica Parker
more important. We need a president who creates good jobs at
good wages and keeps unemployment low.
Do you care about your personal safety and that of your family, friends and neighbors? Everyone has a right to feel safe and
secure in their community-even if it's a campus community.
The person you vote for in 1996 should be for putting more cops
on the street, banning assault weapons and making it more difficult for felons to buy handguns.
We know what we care about and we know for whom we're
voting. President Clinton will protect artistic expression, a
woman's right to choose and the environment from others'
efforts to weaken them.
President Clinton h<L' consistently worked to creme more
opportuni ty fnr students to attend college, he hilS crented more
than 109 mi ll ion new jobs und kept unemployment unusually
low, and he hlL' worked to put I00,000 new cops on the streets
and maintuin a han on :L,s:IUit weupons. Our candidate will be
for the Violence Against Women Act- he won't oppose it.
Nov. 5 is right uround the comer. You've got until then to
decide whut you care nhout if you don't know nlrendy. No time
like lhe present to sturt cvuluati n ~ the cundidulcs.

All submissions may he
edited for length and
darit\
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TV INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE
Get the hands-on
experience you need for
a successful career in
communcations with an
internship at

CONTINETAL
CABLEVISION!
Both creative and
.technical internships are
available
All majors are accepted.
For more info, contact
K.tm Ptrc at

(630) 716-2407
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Party at
With the October I increase in the
federal minimum wage from $4.25 to
$4.75, Columbia administrators were
trying to find a way to cover pay
increases to student workers. Would
they have to increase tuition once
again? Stop funding certain programs
on campus? Or get rid of the many
ghost-payroll jobs?
Ironically, the College's worries
were resolved by new federal requirements stating that colleges would have
to pay more taxes for workers who
work more than 20 hours a week. So
instead o f facing a major inc rease in
payments to stude nt workers,
Columbia decided to limit the amount
of hours students work.
In the past, stude nt workers e ither
worked 21 or ten and one-half hours a
week. Now they are limited to either
ten or 20 hour slots, cutting their pay
increases to a measly 50 cents a week
for those who work 20-hour weeks
and 25 cents for te n-hour workers.
The question is, what is Columbia
going to do w ith the leftover money
that they thought was needed for pay
increases? Look for John Duff to have
a giant Christmas party this year.
Welcome back!
, f5>r any1of you tha t wondered why
I dton' t wnte a "welcome back to
school" column, I've been busy trying
to bring the many scams and s hams
around Columbia to light. So welcome
bac k derelicts and remember, any guy
who guesses my inspiration for my
column name "This Is This ," wins
twenty dollars. (Girls win a lunc h date
with me!)
New classes not e nou gh!
Last week I wrote about several
classes that were cancelled this semester due to a lack of s tude nt interest and
administrative policies. It should be
noted that 14 new classes were added,
although that doesn 't m ake up fo r the
many more that were axed.
Calendar woes
Something that is typical of the
administration 's lack o f common sense
is the calendar for the fall semester.
For anyone that remembers, we were
off on Monday September 24 because
of Yom Kippur. As a result, students
and fac ulty are expected to a tte nd
school o n Monday December 23, two
days before C hristmas. Obviously the
administration couldn't fi g ure out that
extending the school year one more
day in June would be easier than holding class o n a Monday, two days
· before C hristmas. As for the excuse
that we had to have Yom Kippur off
out of respect to Jewish students, until
we have Columbus day off, (the person Columbia is named after), that is
bunk. If you are brainwashed by revision ist history a nd feel Columbus is
evil, your argument is invalid by your
attendance here. In the e nd, the on ly
solution is to either not have a ny days
off or have all holidays off. Knowing
the level of many Columbia students,
the firs t c hoice is should be the obvious one.
O ne last note ...
If you know of any wrongdoing at
Columbia drop me a note at the
Chronicle. Although I probably won"t
pursue anything that you give me. if
someone has a legitimate beef I will
pursue the truth with vigor.
Remember, my column is the one bastion of truth in this sea of lies a nd
political spin known as Columbia
College.
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Tradition is country's downfall

Declining elevators
If thi s were just another elevator story, we would feel awfully silly about
writing an editorial on Columbia's elevators.
But it's not.
And although our elevators have been subject to more than their share of
students' gripes-and many a Chronicle piece as well-this time it's different.
This time, we have a better idea of just how bad they are.
As Michelle S. DuFour's front-page story in thi s issue reports, our e levators do not meet the safety regulations de lineated by Chicago's Department
of buildings. Nonetheless, they continue to operate, packed with more students than at any other time in the school's history. And on weekdays, the
e levators go up and down at an almost constant pace.
The re have been no confirmed injuries. And we have no reason to doubt
Larry Dunn and Columbia's Maintenance Department when they assure us
that the safety violations DuFour wrote of are not serious. But the condition
of the elevators that transport thousands of Columbia students, faculty and
visitors floor to floor most every day-that issue is about as serious as serious can be.
Columbia is an institution of integrity. We should not have e levators that
lack appropriate safety documentation, whether or not that documentation is
indicative of current status. Our administration should complain-and complain loudly-if the city drags its feet on these matters, because who knows
what may be at stake?
This time, no injuries. But the elevators are old, and getting older. There is
no justification for taking chances.
And to the City of Chicago: Your department's deficiencies, also reported
in DuFour's article, are a matter to be rectified- immediately. Maybe an
inconsistency in routine elevator inspection is seen as a "low-risk" gamble by
professionals at your department, but we beg to differ. Where human beings
are involved, any risk is unacceptable.

Yom Kippur war?
Should the majority pay so a minority can have an official holiday?
Yes, says the school's administration. Sept. 23 should have been the first
day of the fall semester. Instead, classes were canceled in honor of Yom
Kippur. Some students with Monday classes were displeased to learn that
they'd have to come to school on Monday, December 23 to make up fo r the
holiday.
Merry Christmas!
The question here is: Was it really necessary to make students who don't
observe Yom Kippur (most students) miss their classes for the sake of those
who do?
Does it make sense to force them to come back two days before
Christmas--the biggest holiday of the year (like it or not)? Must long-awaited holiday vacations be postponed, and plans disrupted, to accomodate the
be liefs of a small number of people?
This "solution" is worse than the problem. While everyone's religious
beliefs should be respected, it can and should be done without inconveniencing the many students who don't care to observe Jewish holidays. It's not as
if Jewish students need to shut down the school in order to keep Yom
Kippur. Individual students can easil y arrange to be excused from classes.
As for faculty members: Of course, an observant Jewish instructor should
not be forced to work on such a solemn occasion.
But shut down every class? Could there possibly be enough observant
Jewish teachers at Columbia to justify this one-size-fits-all approach?
Hardly.
In her story on page 2 ("Christmas to come later for some"), Jill
Schimelpfenig reports that fac ulty cannot cance l classes "unless they find a
substitute or have a compelling reason for why class should not be held." If
that rule is okay for Dec. 23, why not for Yom Kippur?

Next month, we will go to the polls to
choose between bigotry and ignorance or
bigotry and ignorance, that is President
Bill Clinton or candidate Bob Dole. It's a
travesty that the American public is being
forced to choose between the lesser of
two evils, at least as far as same-sex marriage is concemed.
President Clinton has metamorphosed
from hip liberal to conservative coward.
What happened to building that beautiful
bridge to a bigger and brighter future, Mr.
President? This summer's Democratic
National Convention spotlighted, shall we
say, the kinder, gentler breed of
Democrats. Call it the mellow masquerade to gain tl1ose as-of-yet undecided voters.
A ban on same-sex marriage rights
demands an outcry of the American public, not just the gay community. And as
for Dole, we know where he stands, or
sits, on that issue.
Conservatives are clinging to religion
and tradition as reasons to ban same-sex
marriages. But, if I recall correctly, we all
have the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness regardless of race, color,
religion or creed. Religion, or lack thereof, should not even be an issue here. But
just for fun , what happened to "Judge no~
lest ye be judged"? And where in the
Holy Bible does it define marriage
between one man and one woman.
Obviously not, since David, King
Solomon and a host of others had harems.
Most of America defines marriage as a
lasting agreement between two individuals to come together in one union to love,
honor and cherish one another. Why
should anyone be denied the right to have
someone dear to their heart, someone who
cares for them and makes them happy?
Aren't we all looking for love in the end,
anyway? Those that find it, those lucky
devils, shouldn't be denied the right to
make it legal and express their love for
others to sec.
The case in Hawaii is not focusing on
the right of any two individuals to get
married, but on the welfare of children.
Prosecutors are arguing that two same-sex
parents are not in the best welfare of the
children. No studies have been able to justify this belief. But then again, we all
know opposite-sex parents that have
abused drugs, alcohol, molested and beaten children. So if that's the case we're
dealing with, then what about Hawaii's
licensing of couples that have no intention
to have c hildren?
A good parent listens, advises. nurtures, provides for and cherishes a child.
These are not qualities not limited to only
heterosexuals. Talk to any child raised by
a gay parent or one raised hy a stark-raving mad heterosexual one.
As for tradition, let's take a quick trip
down memory lane.
If tradition had its way a few things
would be quite different. Women and
blacks would not have the right to vote.
Oops! That's two strikes for me. Men
would rule the planet. Abortion would not
exist. Arranged marriages would he reinstated.
Women would still be housewives,
jobless and dependent on men. Kiss goodbye to those achievements of the first
woman senator, president or fi rst woman
in space. Those things would never have
·
happened.
And last but not least. blacks would
still be part of that union, you know, the
one called slavery.
Mr. President, please rethink this issue.
Allowing such a ban, in any state, would
collapse any bridge to a bigger and
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at Columbia, but when she
arrived here for class she found
out s he wasn 'I so lucky.
"We need it at C olumbia
because that's how everything
is now," said . Phill ips, a firstyear student majoring in photography. "We all had e-mail
and you got your own address
and you could go on the internet
anytime·. I'd usc it to e-mail my
friend s at school."
O n the other side o f town, at
the Un iversity of Illinois at
Chicago, students and faculty
arc all assigned e-mail addresses. Ruben Reyes, a computer
consultant at the univers ity, said
anyone who has an affi liation
with the school can establ ish an
e-mail account. Because the service is free it
has become a popular service.
So popular in fact, Christel Johnson. a
sophomore majoring in chemical eng ineering, spends up to three hours a day s urfing the
net. " I check my e-mail at least o nce a day for
about an hour, but I can go up to three hours
a day on e-mail," Johnson said.
Johnson said she doesn' t use the Internet
for all the fun stuff normally associated with
the Internet, although at times s he admits getting lost in chat rooms that allow you to
engage in conversations with people you
barely know. She said it's also a great way to
connect with pro fessors when she misses a
class or wants to turn in an assignment.
"Now that I have it, I can't imagine not
having it. It's so easy to get in touch with professors because they always check the ir email."

Despite ·the trend
at oth.er schools,
n 0 e-ntail yet
@C 0 I untb 1• a

Construction is underway,
but Columbia is still paving
road for acccrss to the informafor
tio n
s upc rs highway
studetns, s taff and faculty.
Altho ugh
s tude nts
at
Columbia don' t have email
accounts, Peter Thompson, asoc iatc accdmic dean, said fac ulty
and s taff will be connected to
the internet next month as part
of an initiat ive that w ill eventuall y include s tuden ts.
" It wi ll no t happen thi s
accmidic year. bu t a good percentage of the infrastructure
that will allow it 10 happen wi ll
happen thi s year." Tho mpson said , indication
no specific date. "We have to get our facu lty,
staff and admistrati ve assistants trained and
comforatahlc with computer network applicativns and the network itse lf is what this year
will represent."
Columbia started the process last year to
equip every faculty and staff member wi th a
campier. Thompson said the las t 50 computers have been purchased and beg inning Nov.
18 the school will have a college wide network available for the firs t lime. The next
step is train people how to use them .
"The commo n experience is that demand
for s upport services doubles after the implimenlation o f email. Knowing where we have
been and the experiences o ther colleges have
indicated we are pl anning for the support services infrastructure to service the entire community."
Most students at Columbi a agree that com-

p ulers arc the wave of the future. But the
future is now for senior computing major
Daniel Harbeckc, who said he could gather
more information with a personal e-mail
address.
"If Columbia is going to stay competitive
with other schools. they 've got to gel it eventually. Everything now is in a s tate of change,
hopefully something good will come o f it,"
Harbecke said.
When Katelynn Philli ps was in hi gh
school in a suburb outside o f Detro it she had
two addresses. But now that she 's enrolled at
Columbia College, Phill ips no longer resides
at her second address on the info rmation
super highway.
At her old high school , all students and
facu lty had personal e-mail accounts. In addition to Phi llips' home address, s he could
obtain information for college not only by
mail , but also from the Internet. Phillips said
she hoped she would have an Internet address

To the 80 m illion of you who
volunteered t ime and money last
•ear, thanks tor all you've given.
1magine what more could dn
Caii1-800-5S·GIVES. lt'i what
i n the world you can do.

SPECIAL:
KODAK PERFORMANCE PAK
TRI-X 135-36 - $3.80*
VPS 135-36-$6-15 (1-<t Rolls)
.VPS 135-36- $5.90* .(5-9 Rolls)
VPS 135-36- $5-65* (10 + Rolls)

www.centrlll..:amera.com
ema il:
jgccc:4!Jcentral-eamera.eom

IIford M.G. Fiber, 8x10, 25 - $1 UO (S.W.)
IIford M.G. Fiber, 8x10, 25 - $15.50 (O.W.)
NfYQIJAHnTY · NO 11"\JJEKT LD, NEEDED

• KODAK POLYMAX RC PAPER
• KODAK T-MAX 100 Film
• KODAK TRI-X PAN Ftm
• KODAK Reference Data Guide
• Dar1<room tips & techniques
• KODAK Checl<ers Teat Strips
• WMe Colton Gloves
Valued AI: $36.95
CENTRAL'S PRICE:

$15.95

• NOADDmONAL. DISCOOHT

CENTRAL CAMERA HAS:
• A Photography Book

PENTAX

Department With OVER 500 TITLES
• Low prices on B & W or color enlargements

(5x7- $1 .79, 8x10- $2.49, 11x14- $6.95)
(3-5 Day Color Service)

SPECIAL!
PAYA 1996 PRICE
WHEN WE SELL IT FOR
ITS' 1992 PRICE?
K 1000 BODY ............. $194.95

• KODAK
B&W
AND
COLOR
PAPER

•ILFORD
B&W
PAPER
AND
CHEMICALS

FREE COLOR PRINTS
OURNEXTOAYCOLORPRJNTPROCESSij(JAl.WAYSOIVES
YOUA 20% DISCOUNT AND ALWAYS GIVES YOU A 2nd SET
OF 3x5 OR 4x8 PRINTS FREE.- GLOSSY OR MATTEI

•AGFA
•ORIENTAL
•FORTE
•STERUNG
B&W
PAPERS

•CREATIVE
CHEMICALS
•MARSHALL
•PEBEO
(OIL PAINTS)

•STAINLESS
STEEL AND
PLASTIC
DEVELOPING
TANKS
&REELS

•ARCHIVAL
NEGATIVE
SLEEVES
•B&W

TONERS
•RAW

CHEMICALS
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Hokin Center perks up coffeehouse scene
By Kimberly Watkins
F~atures

Editor

Sip a cup of java while you read
Burro ughs. Meet friends or make a
date. Pick a cozy corner and meditate. The Hokin is Columbia's multimedia arts center, open to stude nts,
faculty
and
guests.
Admi nistrative Assistant Amy
Ferrara calls it "a space to socialize. ex hibit artwork. perfonn and
hang out. " Many students have
come to call it ho rne.
Funded by studen t activity fees,
the Hokin Cen ter is for the students
and hy the students. The Hokin
Student Advisory Board. currently
seeki ng appli cant s from eac h
department, oversees fu nding.
policies and procedures. CaroiAnn
Brown i> director of the Hokin and
has been invol ved wi th the center
fo r the last seven years . She
hclicve' that the Hokin's hcst asset
is that it's "more aecessihlc to the
students."
And why not? Everyone has
passed it at one time or another,
especial ly on those raining days
when the fresh >mell of java hccko ns the dren ched and weary
Co lumhia student. Jatt. and other
music aficionados can get their
daily fix while di scussing art and
politics.
" Panacea:· the Hokin's c urrent
ex hihition. is the center's fourth
annual >ludcnt honors exhibition.
Gallery Assistant Michael Wernik
c urated the showcase. Students
were nominated in the spring hy
fine art and photography facu lty.
Their mission over the summer
was to prepare original pieces to Got a few minutes before class? Dash into the Wabas h building a nd grab a cup of j ava. Experience the cure for all that ails you at
suhrnit for the exhibit. It was a way " Pa nacea," the Hokin Center 's latest exhibiL Twenty studen ts pa rticipated in the honors exhibition, showcasing work in art, design
"to give students incen ti ve to con- a nd photography.
tinue their work over the summer,"
said Wernik. "Panacea" is a Greek term for " the cure for School of the Art Institu te and Berg is a frequent guest e nd?" asked Dawson. "People have always had a fasci naall that ai ls you." Wernik, currently majoring in Fine lecturer at Columbia. Instead of cash awards. the students tion with those who have lost a limb. People stare. You
Arts/Painting. visualizes art and photography as therapeu- were given monetary credit towards supplies. First place can' t help but wonder ' have they lost a piece of themtic. " It's making something out of nothing." he said.
was $ I 500, second place was $ 1000 and third was $500. selves?'"
Three judges. Jill Ziccardi, Kim Salerno and Kermi t Wernik introduced the category of Honorable Me ntion,
One box includes a glove-like human hand, the other is
Berg. were brought in from outside to view the wh ich received $250. No participant went horne emptythe mechanical tool that goes underneath it. The
you
gift
packages
to
handed.
Wernik
also
gave
thank
works. Ziccard i
middle box, a sharpened hammer, purthe
artists
to
show
that
their
hard
work
was
hona n d
sues the idea of sacri lice. "I' ve
Sa lerno ored and appreciated. Each package conloved painting all my life and
arc fac- tained a 9" by I I .. presentation case. Tworking with my hands,"
ulty of shirt , an issue of C magazine and an
said Dawson. "Losi ng a
ArtLoo k CD-ROM
t h e
hand would be like a
that mcludes portspiritual sacrifice in a
folios of over
sense."
200 artists.
Ke lly Koeppel. a
W er n i k
junior and Fine
sees
the
Arts/Painting major,
Hokin as
also contributed to
"a good
the exhibit. " All
place to
Hail
the
Icon"
f o r
merges computer
technology.
the
pointer and fiber
optics, with woman
and man. Her untitled
piece
immediately
recalls a flash of lightning. One aspect that she
likes to experiment with is
ho w much you can do with not
painting. "It 's amazing that the
strongest point in the painting isn't even
painted," said Koeppel.
Koeppe l's third piece "Sui Generis Sit,'' Latin for "let
s I u - it be of its own kind," perhaps best explains itself. It startdent s to ed out as a wire spider web, but was destroyed by janitors.
. showcase Three cheesecloths hang from the ceiling, two are marked
their talents." He with liquid plastic. "Having too much control can fail in a
also would like to piece and appear too contrived,'' she said. ''I don' t try to
generate more ent hu - compare or justify it to anything else, and j ust Jet nature
siasm for the exhi bits have its own say."
a nd o pe nings so that
Two of Adriana Streit's works finished in second place
Col um bia students ca n and Audrey Cooper's "Chair" and "Journal of Life" fin·
share and learn from each ishcd third. "Dysfunctional Entertainment: Hero" by
other.
Mnrie Knngcr- Born received honorable mention. Streit's
The first place winne r two untitled large canvases represent what seem to be the
was se nior and Fine morning nftcr. Cooper's "C hair" encompasses a bircl's
Arts/Photogrnphy major nest with twigs. Kunger-Born 's "Hero" is achieved
Scott Dawso n. Locuted th rough digital imaging.
on the west wa ll of the
Grah u cup of java and bring n friend. Discuss MAW's
Hokin. Dawson's three "OUTrage" or Brinn Dettmer's "Synthesis," two of the
mixed media hoxcs nrc cxhihits strongest and most thought-provokina pieces.
a continu at ion and Rubin Hnnn 's four self-portraits and Patrick Boland's
exploration of his fas- "The Struggle" nrc also significnnt .
c iantion with pros"Pmuu·r11" nm.r tllrvugll Oct. 25 i11 til~ Hukill Ctrtte~
thetics.
" Where Ku p your ~yes mul t11rs /)(IStttf for sptcial t \'l!nts Olld
docs the I\UIIIan llfi<'OIIIill!l t.rflibitJ', i11d11C'i11J1 /)allctiV'n'NI tick~/ gi~..
hody hcgin nnd IIII'II,I'S Oct. 2 1-24 11111lli••, f!Ufimtta/ICI'S.
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·The Power of Our Rhythm
By Tim Mathews

The reason to be there : Hiphop night and some of thhe best
from the underground scene as
well as established clicks like
the ILL State famil y representin '.
T he
Host:
Columbia
A lumnus Kingdom Rock
T h e Time: 9 p.m.
The Day: Every Wednesday
Be there!!

Corrt~spondent

What's up peeps!! First off,
props to everybody who thought
last week's joint was phat. I want
to apologize to Loud Reco rds
recordin g arti s t Xzibi t for
spelling hi s name wrong, Laface
Recording artist Donnel Jones for
incorrectly naming his current
single ("Knocks Me Off My
Feet" ), and the BMG fami ly for
C.U.M.A. (Co lumbia 's
giving the wrong date for the
Urban Mus ic Association),
Tony Braxton concert (Nov. 15).
which meets every Wednesday
Hip-hop served Chi-style this
in the Wabash bu il d ing at 5:30
week is · made p ossible by
p.m. for Management a nd
Colum bia
College's
David
Marketing majo rs, is having the
Leo nard (Soloc the Si lent
first but definitely not the las t
Agitator) a nd h is partner-inretailer 's rhapsody, coordinated
crime Lonzell Cross (Zell ), better
by Seneca Woodson. This is a
known as the veteran rap group
showcase for the phattest hipCode F. I. (Coupl e of · Dope
hop and R&B talent in Chicago.
Emcees Finally in it).
T he re is also an educati onal
Since 1992, the boyz have
seminar from industry profesmade a name for themselves out Code F.I. is tearin' it up on the local scen e. Keep your calen- s ionals about artist man agement
dars
clear
and
check
these
guys
out.
in the south suburbs by performbefore the performances. The
ing · at every venue from
day is Friday, Oct. II, in the
and metaphors that keep the head nodDalton/Harvey on back. In 1994, the din'.
Hokin Annex , fro m 6 to 9 p.m.
group made a mild breakthrough, indeLast but not least, I'd like to leave you
"Cosmic Comatose," my favo rite c ut,
pendently releas in g a si ng le c a lled is so thi ck with bass that your car speak- with the picture of me and that fine cutie
"Seezin IV Skeezin." O u t of 300 tapes ers will fie nd for it like a four-year-old who hosts BET television's Teen Summit.
put in stores, 175 were sold on the boy d ocs for a power ranger. The way . A s you can tell, I was won over by her
s trength of store play, without any pro- they trade the mic on that cut is too beauty.
motion. College radio has shown them smooth, and the break is o ne of the best
Peace o ut and muc h love.
love since, and Jhe duo have appeared on I' ve ever heard. This o ne is · definitely
WGCI three tim es.
ready for radio.
I received the ir latest project, simply
Code Fl. are currently lookin g for a
titled " Code F.I.= The EP," and was inter- major label deal and I do ubt they will be
ested enough to w rite abou t it. The tape, denied .
which is still be ing pressed , takes you on
Look o ut fo r thi s "Supernova
an intergalactic jo ur.ney through tight Experience" to appear at a George's
beats and tight lyrics.
Music Room near you.
"Why Test M e" has a ni ce change-up
of beats throug hout the song, and is laid
The Place: C leopatra's
with nice verses (exampl e: "Me without
The Address: 1148 S. Wabash Ave.
the mic is like S haq witho ut the Reebok")

Chronicle
wants you to
tell us we
don't suck.
Stop by room
802 in the
Wabash
Building and
give us.a pa~
on the back.
Or, tell us
what you want
to see written.

LOCAL SERVICE WITH
MAIL ORDER PRICES!
Telephone (708)4034588 (800)8194588 Fax(708)4034593
15028 L~Grange Rd. Orland Park, lL 60462
Hours 11-6M, 11-71'-F, 11-4 Sat

,www.hiq.com
.
.
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New! Gx8 GSupersystems. Hi& CI GG+ Powerstatiou

SPECIALS
•

28.8 Fax:I.Modem
$109

•

800M:B TapeBackup
$169

•

8XCDROM

CYRIX PERFORlVIANCE SYSTEM

$109
• 1GB Jazz Drive Int/Ext

$399/$499

Academic Discount
We offer academic discounts for students
or educational staffs with valid ID. Some
restrictions may apply.

• Cyrix6x86133Mlh (Pl66+) Processor
• 512K Pipeline Bur$t Cache
• 32MB EOO RAM
• 2.1GBEIDE Hard Disk
• 2MB WR.Al\IIMatrax: Millenium Video
• SXCDROM
• Soundblaster 16 Sound Card
• 120 Watt Speakers
• 1.44MB Floppy
• Windows 95
• lllQ l\.1id Tower Screwless Case
• 17" Panasonic .27dp :Monitor
• HiQ Win95 Keyboard
• HiQ 2-Button ]\)louse

$2199
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Fashion majors; don't sweat it
By Melissa Wend el

them on "Labor's Trendsetter List."
What are sweatshops? My experience was in
New York on 38th Street, between Broadway and
Everyone is jumping on the bandwagon crucify- 7th Avenue. There were approximately 100 sewing
ing sweatshops. The headli nes read "Sweatshop machines and everyone was sewing non-stop. The
issue heats up," "A sweetheart becomes suspect," only noise was from the machines. No life existed
and "A crusader makes celebrities tremble," to in that room , just shells, sweating and trying to stay
name a few. All of a sudden, everyone is aware of awake in order to fill their quotas. Their quotas, if
the issue and no one has any idea how sweatshops met, will cam them anywhere from 30 cents to
came into existence today. They admit that it was a $2.50 and ho ur. Needless to say, they take no
serious issue in the past, but believe it is no longer breaks, vacation time or holidays and receive no
because now they say we arc all one big melting disability or insurance benefits. It is all about getpot, a democracy, and women have rights and there ting those art icles sewn. And, in some cases, people
is brotherly love. Right? Wrong!
arc on their third shift without a
Let's get real, sweatshops are here ,...--.,...,.,..-----....,--.,..--, break.
now and they have always been.
YOU Walk
The space is dark, damp, stuffy.
The only difference is business
gloomy, small, jam-packed and
owners and C.E.O.s have perfected .
lS
hot! As you walk in , the energy is
the system so well that sweatshops
ripped out of your body and you
seem to have disappeared from our
struggle to breathe as the sweat
culture. And all that is happening ail! yOU
tO drips down your face. The saddest
now is ... someone slipped up!
part of the whole issue is that this
Unless you have been li ving in a
description is way too vivid for a
box, you have been aware of the
lot of people. This is the everyday
problem. Oh yes, it all started back
.work environment to many hard
in April wi th that television
workers, mostly between the ages
"sweetheart" Kathie Lee Gifford
of ten and eighty.
and the "troublemaker," Charles Kernaghan, and
Yes, sweatshops are very real, and it affects
who could forget the 14-year-old former sweatshop every one of us. It is cheap labor and cheap labor is
worker from Honduras. Remember Gifford in tears very crucial in the fashion industry, not to mention
and Kernaghan o n his crusade saving all the immi- the fact that it earns the label of "Made in U.S.A."
grants and child sweatshop workers. Definitely Yet, in some cases only a sleeve was sewn on here,
some heavy drama, even President Clinton and and the rest of the shi~t was sewn in India.
Congress· have become involved and there have
The bottom line is, sweatshops arc very much
been some results , such as a trickle down effect in alive today and we control" the future of fashion.
individual states.
Therefore, we have to take a stand. We have to
For instance, on May 30, New York Governor begin thin king now about how we arc going to hanGeorge Pataki and Gifford proposed "hot goods die this issue when it is our line that needs to be
legislation" for the state. Pataki also disclosed that manufactured. Do we abolish sweatshops and its
the state had filed a single charge of failing to pay cheap labor, or do we "do what we have to do"'? It
wages to a few corporations in the state.
is not an easily made moral decision because there
The Labor Department as well has called a is a lot of money involved, and it has been my expeforum, and anyone who is involved in fashion is rience that, when money is involved, there is no
invited. The forum is going to be he ld at such thing as fami ly or brotherly love. It is all busiMarymount University in suburban Virginia. Those ness, and business is cutthroat. But remember, the
in attendance will listen to a panel of apparel mak- American way...capitalism.
ers and retailers who have been designated by the
agency as having anti-sweatshop policies, landing
Fashion Writer
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face.
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Classifieds
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a whopping $5.00NISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive FREET-SHIRT

more th~n 2,600 Americam each
• One out of six of these people are
under age 65
• Cardiovascular diseases are the leading
cause of all African-American deaths
• More than half of all CV-related
deaths are females

Largest Libr¥Y. of Information in U.S. 19,278 TOPICS"- ALL SUBJECTS Order Catalog Today with
VISA/MC
Ordering Hot Line- 800-351 -0222
Or (3 10) 477-8226 or rush $2.00 to: Research
ASSIStance
11322 Idaho Ave., #206-RR,
Los Angeles, CA. 90025
SPRING BREAK- Cancun From $399
Sell 15 trips & travel free+ cash.
Call Sunbreak.s 1-800-446-8355.

Motel 7 ... In the Harrison Hotel. Newly decorated,
carpeted, nicely furnished maid service, 24 Hr.
Switchboard Laundry room on premises. Student
Discount Call now 427-8000
DISCOVER T HE HIDDEN JOB MARKET!
New, unique service shows you hundreds of good paying j obs
that wo uld otherwise be unknown. Rush only $ 11 .00 to
Business Services, Dept. CO, 47 W. Polk Street, Suite I 00198, Chicago, IL 60605.
FUND RAISER - Moti vated groups needed to earn $500+
promoting AT&T, Discover, gas and retail cards. Since 1969,
we've helped tho usands of groups raise the money the~ need.
Call Gina at (800) 592-2 121 ext. 198. Free CD to qualified
callers.
*EARN EXTRA INCOM E *
Earn $200 . $500 weekly mailing phone cards. For information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to: Inc., P.O. Box
0887, Miami, FL 33 164

0 1996, American Heart Association

STUDENT TRAVEL

®
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.

.

• S tudent Airt8J"C8

• DomUHtic DiBCOunts
• Eurail ?8.8808

STA Travel is the world's largest
travel organization specializing
in low-cost travel for students.
• lDCI\rds&

Hostel Membership
• Around the World

• Sprmg Hrcak
•

1\-avcl 1n ~\.lmnr.o

• Packages ror 1H·34 ya-s.

PSST! Coin& somewhere else? STA Trml has grul student •irfms to destiutions mund the world.

~l~-0!~~:~050
Chicago , IL 6 0605
\\\\ \\ . I I t l , j \ l I t

nm

.JT/j

STA TRAVEL

We've been t here.

THE

CROSSROADS
MDA is where
help and hope
meet for people
with neuromuscular
diseases.
MIJR•
Muscular Dystrophy Auoclrttlon

1-800-572-1717
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Who needs Jimmy Chamberlin anyway?
By J ason Falkinha m
Staff Writer

Don'1 worry Billy. your 1rue fans s1ill
love you.
Througho ul lhc cnlirc Smashing
Pumpkins show al lhc Bradley Cenler in
Milwaukee. lhc band 's leader was queslioning lhc allcnlivcness of lhe capacily
crowd. "You guys arc suspiciously quiel,"
he yel led. "W hich . means one of fou r
lhings: cilhcr we suck, I he sound sucks, we
arc boring as hell . o r you suck'" Well , if
you ask me. number four is correcl. which
we will gel inlo lmer.
Opening I he show wilh I he inslrumenlal •
opener of !he new album "Mellon Collie
and lhc lnlinilc Sadness," and slamming
inlo I he "Siamese Dream" opener "Cherub
Rock.'' lhc band showed I hal lhc arena and
huge slage doesn ' I scare !hem.
Afler slamming lhrough seven songs
s1ra1gh1 wilhoul pause. Bill y finally decided 10 address !he crowd. Afler 1hanking lhc
crowd and asking everyone whal day il is,
lhc band jammed into "Today," which
mcludcd an clongaled jam. jus I a snippet of
what was to come.
Billy Corgan's cxceplional talent was
evident throughoul the whole three hour
show. !hal's righ1. a three hour show. His
unique voice was flawless. and his guitar
playing was even bcller. His patented black
shi n. emblazoned with the words "Zero.''
docs n01 emphasize 1he talent of this man.
Guitarisl James lha and bassist D' arcy
were as tight dS could be. and replacement
drummer Mall Walker. from fellow

T he Sm ashing Pumpkins, led by the always cheery Billy Corgan, played a sold-out
sh ow Oct. 1 in Milwa ukee. Fill-in drummer Matt Wa lker, of the C hicago band
Filter, proved he can hold his own in any arena.
Chicago band Filler. was a perfect fi t for
the band.
While the band shied away from thei r
debul album "Gish," !hey did play the
majurily of "Siamese Dream," and quite a
bit of the new double album. including
" Bullet Wilh Bullertly Wings," "Zero,"

CERTAIN CONFUSION

WRITE TO
us~

Colleen E ber vein
Marketing Comm
Senior
The Cu re . " Ki " Me,
Ki 's Me. Ki" Me".

Jackso n
Album" .

"The
Shufll c".

Superhowl

and · the brillia nt "Tonighl. Tonighl."
" Bullet.." included an impressive light
show as wel l as a psychedelic movie on the
two screens behind the stage. all while the
crowd was out of control.
T he band closed the set with a huge version of "Siamese's" "Silverfuck," which

mcluded a tight 15 mmute Jam a! the end of
it. Dropping their. equipment, they walked
off the stage. leaving it silent and dark.
with all the lights turned off.
Coming back in darkness, the band
turned the house lights on to reveal the
Milwaukee band The Frogs o n stage with
them. Asking the crowd who wants to
come on stage with them, Corgan picked
out two people to do so. Afler telling them
not to "touch them or their shit," they new
into the single " 1979." Playing one more
song, the band left the stage again o nly to
come back one mo re time.
After seei ng the whole upper deck of
the arena empty, Corgan started to address
his "real" fans. " I am glad you did not only
come here to here the songs you hear on
MTV. You people want to here all of our
music, and we appreciate it!" Then the
band played " Rhinoceros" from "Gish"
and le ft the stage once more.
After most people left. the band was
back for the highlight of the show. They
jammed into the epic song " Porcelina of
the Vast Oceans," and added quite a bit
more to it. Twenty minutes imo the song,
Corgan started rambling. " We could all be
rats in cages, we could all die soon, the
world could blow up in the year 2000, and
Bob Dole will go with it." After the ramble, the band slammed into ten more minutes of a jam, fi nishing the song, and the
show.
Two hours and forty five minutes and
three encores later the show was over. The
Pumpkins tore apart Milwaukee, and left
their mark as a musical powerhouse.

by

Brian Catta pan

